
Year Five  Autumn Term 2nd Half 

Week     2    3    4    5     6     7  

Class Teacher’s Comments:  

 

 Activities Parent/Carers Comments 

Monday 
 
Mental 
Maths 
 
(20 minutes)    

 

 

  Group 1 
 
Complete the times 
table grid you have 
been given. Time 
yourself and write down 
your time! You will try 
to beat it next week. 

Group 2 
 
Complete the times 
table grid you have 
been given. Time 
yourself and write down 
your time! You will try 
to beat it next week. 

Group 3 

Complete the times 
table grid you have 
been given. The 
numbers are jumbled so 
don’t get caught out! 
Time yourself and write 
down your time! You 
will try to beat it next 
week. 

 

 

Independent/shared reading  (15 minutes)   

Tuesday  

Writing 

(20 minutes)     

Write out a conversation using correct speech punctuation  

Group 1  
Your dialogue should be 
between 2 people. 
Remember to open and 
close the inverted 
commas around the 
speech, include a 
comma, question or 
exclamation mark, and 
the person who has 
spoken.  

Group 2  
Your dialogue should be 
between 2 people. 
Remember to open and 
close the inverted 
commas around the 
speech, include a 
comma, question or 
exclamation mark, and 
the person who has 
spoken. Challenge 
yourself to use 
synonyms for ‘said’ and 
adverbs to convey the 
mood/tone. 

Group 3  
Your dialogue should be 
between 2/3 people. 
Open and close the 
inverted commas 
around the speech, 
include a comma, 
question or exclamation 
mark, and the person 
who has spoken. Use 
synonyms for ‘said’ and 
adverbs to convey the 
mood/tone. Challenge 
yourself to change the 
format of your speech 
by including interrupted 
speech. 

Independent/shared reading  (15 minutes)   

Wednesday 
Written 
maths  
 
(20 minutes)   

Complete the Arithmagons worksheet; Group 1 = Section A, Group 2 = Section 
B, Group 3 = Section C.  
Feel free to challenge yourself with a harder section if you are in group 1 or 2 – 
this worksheet is really good addition, subtraction and partitioning practice. 

 

Independent/shared reading (15 minutes)   

Thursday  
 
Spelling and 
handwriting   
(20 minutes)   

Spelling: Practise spelling the words in ‘Set 7’ in your spelling booklet. 
Remember to cover them each time you try. Choose 3 or 4 of the words you 
find trickiest to put into sentences in your homework book. 
Handwriting:  Practise these short words. Remember to cross the ‘t’ on the 
top of the smaller letter; hat, bat, chat, that, the, then 

 

 

Independent/shared reading (15 minutes)   

Signed______________________________________ 


